• Research Leaders across RU-NB, RBHS, and OfR were assigned tables for two speed networking table rotations - to ensure each unit met someone new.

• Taking advantage of technology, two questions were asked to foster discussion during the table rotations. Using a QR code participants accessed the online live discussion board and typed their answers for everyone to view.
What are some positive things that your Chancellor-led Unit is doing to foster collaboration?

Research Development
- Pilot funding, seminar series, working on grant applications with PIs creating brainstorming sessions to invite thought leaders from across the CLUs to become part of the working team for the application

Leadership Development
- Research leadership retreats
- Tonight’s event

Enhanced Communication
- Academic Master Plan
- Monthly meetings
What are the barriers/challenges to fostering collaboration among the RU-NB and RBHS CLUs?

**Budget Model**
- F&A rates is a huge barrier
- Difference in financial models
- The F&A need to follow the dollars for collaborations to be successful

**Resources**
- Institutional clarity for dispersed tools and resources, where to go?
- Inequitable access to shared/open space

**Research**
- Need more opportunities for “intellectual collisions” among faculty from different schools and CLUs
- Clinical commitments not allowing time for research without funding
- Lack of incentives
- Cultural differences